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Analyse de la rupture de chaîne de

chargement Pelletron dans l'accélérateur

Tandem MP de Chalk River

par

N. Burn, B.F. Greiner et C E . Coleman

Résumé

Le 7 février 1980, l'une des trois chaînes
de chargement Pelletron se trouvant à l'extrémité de
faible énergie de l'accélérateur Tandem MP de Chalk
River, s'est brisée en cours de fonctionnement normal.
Les chaînes avaient fonctionné pendant 38 000 heures
avant cette rupture. Des essais de traction ont été
effectués sur des éléments de la chaîne brisée ainsi
que sur des éléments de chaîne neuve. Plusieurs causes
possibles sont suggérées pour la rupture, et des pro- •
positions sont faites pour améliorer la performance et
la fiabilité des chaînes de chargement.
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ABSTRACT

On February 7, 1980 one of the three Pelletron charging chains in
the Low Energy end of the Chalk River MP Tandem Accelerator broke
during normal operation. The chains had been in use for 38 000 h
at the time of the break. Tensile tests were carried out on
pieces of the broken chain as well as unused pieces of chain.
Several possible reasons for the chain break are suggested; ways
of improving performance and reliability are proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A charging chain1)2) consisting of alternate insulating and
conducting segments (Fig. 1) is inherently a more uniform
structure than a conventional woven fabric charging belt.
In 1974, for reasons of stability, efficiency and cost, the
original belt-charging system of the High Voltage Engineering
Corp. model MP Tandem Accelerator was replaced by a Pelletron
chain-charging system.3'1*'

To transport sufficient electrical charge to the high-voltage
terminal of the MP Tandem, six chains are required; three in
the Low Energy (L.E.) end of the accelerator and three in the
High Energy (H.E.) end. Each chain consists of approximately
600 steel pellets and an equal number of nylon connecting
links. Each set of three chains is driven by sheaves mounted
on a common shaft and powered by an 11 kW electric motor.

To reduce stresses on the chains caused by sudden speed
changes during start-up, the original motor-starters were
replaced in 197 8 by four-stage starters which provide a
smooth, continuous acceleration from rest up to operating
speed. The H.E. chains drive a 3 kW, 400 Hz generator
located inside the hi^h voltage terminal.

2. CHAIN BREAK

Shortly after the initial installation of the Pelletron in
1974, one of the screws holding a small idler pulley in place
became loose. Eventually the idler fell from its mount and
became lodged between two pellets on the centre H.E. chain
causing the chain tc break. It was necessary to replace
several pellets but the only damage to the rest of the
accelerator structure was in the form of small dents on the
outside protrusion of about eight accelerator tube electrodes.

On February 7, 1980, one of the three chains in the L.E. end
of the accelerator broke during routine operation, the termi-
nal voltage being only 4 MV at the time. Damage to the
accelerator structure was much like that of the earlier chain
break; unlike the previous incident, in which the break oc-
curred at only one point, the chain shattered into more than
30 pieces varying in length from one or two pellets up to
about 30. Subsequent tensile tests showed that the nylon
links in the failed chain had all become brittle. However,
these specimens failed at loads in excess of 700 kg, whereas
normal operating chain tension is less than 30 kg.
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3. TENSILE TESTS

Tensile tests were carried out at room temperature on one
three-link section of chain and on 18 nylon links; a cross-
head velocity of 0.02 mm/s was used. The three-link specimen
started to yield at 155 kg and further elongation caused the
metal connecting pins to deform while the nylon remained
unaffected (Fig. 2). After the test, the ends of adjacent
nylon links were touching, and consequently, the chain would
not bend freely.

In the first three tests of nylon links, they were loaded
using drill rod through the connecting pin holes but the
specimens all failed by tearing through from the pin hole
to the top of the specimen. In the remaining tests, the
specimens were gripped so that the reduced cross section
sustained all the load. The results are summarized in
Table 1. Two distinct load-elongation behaviours were
observed (Fig. 3).

3.1 Nylon links which had never been used or used only
briefly. The load rose to a maximum (mean = 950 kg
± 33 kg) then gradually decreased to zero as the
specimen yielded.

The fracture appearance was white and propagated between
the root radium at the reduced cross section and the
pin hole (Fig. 4A). No surface cracks were observed
in these specimens.

3.2 Nylon links from the broken chain or in use for several
years. The load rose to a maximum (mean = 9 35 kg + 100
kg) then suddenly dropped to zero as the specimen broke.

The fracture appearance was grey and propagated across
the reduced cross section at the root radius (Fig. 4B).

There were transverse surface cracks in the gauge length
close to the fracture surface in most cases (Fig. 4C).

Although the fracture toughness of the nylon is affected by
use, it appears statistically that the strength of the nylon
is unaffected. However, only a small number of samples was
tested and specimens from used chains showed a much larger
standard deviation than new or unused specimens; with a
larger number of samples, a significant reduction in strength
iiay occasionally be observed.

Examination of pieces of the broken chain revealed several
bent pins which prevented easy bending of the chains as
described above, but whether the pins were bent before or as
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a result of the chain break is unclear. Broken nylon links
from this chain showed a grey fracture similar in appearance
to the fractures described in 3.2 above.

4. DISCUSSION

It is disturbing that at the time or the latest chain break
no undue stress was being placed on th<5 chain and the break
occurred in a nylon link; all the metal connecting pins
remained in place. Although the primary failure point has
not been determined, several possible explanations for the
break can be made from the tensile test data and examination
of the chain:

4.1 Part of the chain was defective. This may be expected
to cause an early failure and should have been detected
during inspection.

4.2 The nylon links failed by stress corrosion or corrosion
fatigue in the sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) breakdown
products. The results of the mechanical tests show
that the fracture properties of the nylon links can be
degraded by use but further testing would be required
to fully determine the cause of property loss.

4.3 The metal connecting pins deformed sufficiently that
the ends of adjacent nylon links could occasionally
interact and become loaded in bending during operation.
Loads in the chains may be higher than expected during
operation because of mechanical misalignment or impact
during start-up, for example. The loss in fracture
toughness of the nylon would increase the possibility
of failure.

The mechanism described in 4.3 above seems the most likely
cause of failure because it fits in with the observations
of the failure itself and with the results of mechanical
testing. The metal connecting pins start deforming at
loads far below the lowest maximum loads of the nylon.
This is partly because of the properties of the pin material
and partly because of the large bending moment that can be
applied. Possible ways of improving performance would be
to increase the strength of the connecting pins and to
reduce the pin length. Periodic inspection of the chains
to test for flexibility should give warning of gross pin
deformation. It would also seem a wise precaution to
remove possible harmful breakdown products from the SFe
by continuous recirculation through activated alumina for
example.
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Since the chains have operated for about 40 000 h, the
cause of the chain break is uncertain and future breaks may
seriously damage the accelerator structure, the decision
was made to replace cill six chains with new ones.
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F I G . 1 : PELLETRON CHARGING CHAIN

F I G . 2 : DEFORMED CHAIN AFTER TENSILE TEST
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FIG. 4A

FRACTURE OF
NEW SPECIMEN

FIG. 4B

FRACTURE OF
USED SPECIMEN

FIG. 4C

DYE PENETRANT
TEST ON FRACTURE
SURFACE OF USED
SPECIMEN
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TABLE 1

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF NYLON LINKS IN PELLETRON CHAIN

SPECIMEN
»

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

MAXIMUM
LOAD, kg

912 **

950

920

987

964

970

1068 "̂

1066 J

1061

998

735 ""

1048

966

946

1014

905 ^

COMMENT

Gradual loop drop to zero. Fracture

through to pin hole from root radius

Mean = 950 kg + 33 kg

Sudden break. Brittle fracture across

reduced section starting at.root radius

as 1 to 6

as 7 and 8

as 7 and 8. Mean = 935 kg + 100 kg

Specimen History

I to 3 — never used

4 to 6 — used briefly

7 to 10 — used until rummer 1979

II to 16 — from broken chain
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